
Over the moon  
An unforeseen violation of your attention. Which takes a millisecond. I read this perfect definition 
somewhere. Of an accident overcoming you. Like a robber in a deserted street. 

It happens in such an unguarded moment. Kléénk ... in a million pieces. A glass or pottery, 
goodbye crockery. Well, if that's all. 

Clinical 

Fortunately, you had nothing left with it for a long time. No way, how did you come up with it. Of 
course always just new or one of a pair. I was attached to. Better, not nearly bored. 

Anyway, no reason to ring the alarm bell. Not to mention calling in the emergency services. Ah 
hospitals, such a stone wasteland. With at the entrance, here and there. Some awful excuse trees. 

Entangled in a maze. To incomprehensible directional signs. With confusing inscriptions. 
Searching for the right walking route. Overwhelmed by all-dominating activity.  "Under the cover 
of illness, care and brittleness". 



A striking description from Griet op de Beeck. You look surprised, while the group of passengers 
shrinks. Waiting for your luggage that doesn't show up. Full of disbelief until the conveyor is 
stopped. 

Panic 

The monitor reports coolly: todas as malas descarregadas. Nobody really wants that. Bad luck, but 
a problem shared is a problem halved. Two elderly ladies and to one of them happens the same. 

The poor woman is totally upset. She keeps repeating it. As an incantation formula. Someone 
took my suitcase by accident. Look, only one is left spinning. It is certainly not mine. 

Too bad it doesn't help much. He routinely fires the questions at me. The office worker at 
reivindicação de bagagem. Fed by the essential information, the computer system starts. 

With a worldwide search. Curious about which continent they traveled to. Those two self-made 
suitcases. That one adult, the other a shorty. A bustle of interest in Sāo Teotonio. After all, 
Monday, so market day. 
 



Jolly 

On his birthday. That grandfather Dick, already 75 years young. The entire Dutch enclave 
contributes to the festive spirit. Just like sadness, hope struck unexpectedly. 

Doubts whether it would be okay. With healing of that wound. In Marion’s inflamed leg. Before 
our departure to Portugal. Oh well, nature sets its own pace. Always a surprise. 

It is just how much disaster lurks. How small or large her setbacks turn out. Caused by a quirky 
dustpan. Or a penetrating pole. Oh, her vulnerable tibia is not resistant to them. 

Present with the birthday gift. For Grandpa Dick. A comeback. After wandering through the 
middle of Ronkonkoma for all I know. In the past, as soon as you entered the hospital.  Robbed by 
a penetrating odor. 

Dull 

An odeur of oppression. In vain in resisting that pungent smell in your nostrils. From lysol and 
other indefinable cleaning products. Only a place to avoid like the plague. 

Prohibition signs everywhere. The image on it of a cell phone. With that inexorably red line 
through. A warning, to turn them off. The signal could sometimes interfere with the medical 
equipment. 

A health hazard for the sick. Today quite a difference say. The waiting room in the corridor. All 
seats occupied. Filled with patients and their caregivers. In all conceivable forms. 

Turning 

Elderly young people, gray-headed senior citizens, very old people stumbling behind their walker.  
An oppressive waiting room silence, broken. By penetrating fiddling and squeaking. 

Announcements of emails, messages and chats. On mobile phones that appear online. Just like 
old times, there are signs. Now with a completely different message. Suitable for the spirit of the 
times. For the individual who is not permanently online. 

You may use the WiFi for free. A service from your hospital. Things are constantly changing. If it 
doesn't succeed, on time. In case of traveling to the Algarve, I thought.  Asking for medical care 
at the familydoctor’s office, just around the corner. 

Or at the hospital in Albufeira. With equally skilled specialists and nurses. Well, it could have been 
that way. No, inevitably needed, rather forced to it. They made every possible effort.  



The dermatologist and also the nursing care. Professional just like that. Bandaging and helpful 
with careful attention. Getting well was still within reach, at least in the nick of time. Nothing to 
complain about, now safely landed. 

Too bad about that hassle. Of our world traveler suitcases. Pure enjoyment at this cheerful 
Portuguese birthday party. Give a gift and get one. Hip hip hurray, completely over the moon. 
 


